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NEWSLETTER
Amazing achievement! London to Brighton 100K (62 miles) completed
The Bodyshock team undertook the London to Brighton Challenge on the 28 th-29th May 2016 in
support of Assert. They had a great weekend and the team completed the 100K challenge.
Damon and Natalina in 20 hours and Alice and Mark in 22. hours. They all started off on the
Saturday at 7.20 a.m. and finished 3.20 and 5.20 a.m. on the Sunday morning. Lots of blisters
all round and it was all very emotional but they did it. So far the fundraising page is just over
£1750 and there still is another £300 to col-

lect. An amazing result as they have al-

ready
exceeded their target for Assert .
After 80K (50 miles) the walk was tough . They watched
many other troopers heading off for the final leg of their
journey clearly in pain and discomfort but on they went.
Also this was a point where many made the decision that
they were unable to continue in to the night for the final
part.
The Bodyshock Team all completed this amazing
challenge. Assert are really grateful

and proud of their amazing effort! Thank you
on behalf of all the Assert team, volunteers

‘100k done! I have never been in so much
pain before. At 80k the medical team
looked at my feet and advised me to pull
out as they were one of the worst cases
they had seen during the challenge. I
asked them to fix them as best as they
could and continued and managed to finish with the help of Damon Pinder and
Dave who kept me going and walked 44k
with us’
Natalina Bonassera
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Quirky Corner! By John Wright
Camembert cheese is pronounced as a
french word "Camembare". But when is it
correctly pronounced
"CamembeRT" sounding the R and T?
In the name of the Camembertii fungus,
which makes it go gooey.
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AmAzING ANIMAL FRIENDS
By Sarah-Kye

Faulkner

At ASSERT we often talk about how people with autism appear to relate so well to animals. In
fact, this trait is a question on the Empathy Quotient used to diagnose autism. Asperger himself
noted that the children in his clinics often loved pets. Tony Attwood notes that both ‘adults and
children with AS are sometimes more able to perceive and have compassion for the perspective
of animals than humans’.
We can consider why this might be the case. Animals
are unconditionally affectionate and they make no
emotional demands. They cannot speak so there is no
chance of a misunderstanding or a ‘falling out’. They
are uncomplicated and their needs are
straight-forward in comparison to humans. They often
seem to be able to notice when their owners are
upset and they can provide reassurance and security
via company and affection.
We have quite a few ASSERT members who report that their anxiety levels reduce once they
are in the company of their much-loved pet. It seems that for quite a few members, having their
dog with them
enables them to leave the house, for example. The daily routine of taking the dog for walks,
feeding it, grooming it and so on provides vital structure which helps that person to cope.
Sometimes, people have made friends with other dog-walkers through chatting about their dogs.
In our community, it is often joked that all cats have AS and all dogs have ADHD! What do you
think?
Annabel Scheme by Robin Sloan—Review by Steph
This is a short, near-future cyberpunk novel. If you like
William Gibson’s early books you may well find this a good
read. If you have no idea what I mean but would like to
read something well-written and offbeat with a techy slant,
then you still might like it. If you’re into romances and
chick-lit then this isn’t for you.
I think many of us dislike book reviews and jacket
notes that detail the plot so finely that we feel no need or
inclination to read the book, therefore I’ll just say that
Annabel Scheme is a private investigator with a very
unusual assistant and some very unusual cases. She’s
sharp, clever, brave and logical, just like us. What's not to
like? Especially as you can read the book free here: http://
www.robinsloan.com/
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Summer Loving– Autism Marriage
In San Diego in the USA, Anita Lesko and Abraham Nielsen took another step in what
they refer to as their "epic romance", by getting married.
The couple, both on the autism spectrum, celebrated with a wedding party and the ring bearer,
flower girls, harpist, DJ, groomsmen, usher and
more all identified as autistic.
They married at San Diego's Love & Autism: A
Conference with a Heart with the goal of proving
that every individual deserves to be loved and to
participate in the love of others. "People on the
spectrum tend to not get invited to parties or
weddings or anything," said Lesko. "I figured our
wedding could give folks on the spectrum an opportunity to get to attend a wedding and be part
of something like that."
Lesko, who predicted she would cry hysterically at the wedding (she did), was overcome with
emotion when her big moment finally arrived. "As I started to walk down the aisle, I was about
one third along when I became totally overwhelmed at everything around me. Looking ahead
at Abraham standing on the stage looking so elegantly handsome, the aisle covered with
beautiful white rose petals, the fragrance of the gorgeous bridal bouquet in my hands, seeing
hundreds of people standing on both sides of the aisle, the beautiful harp music, the feeling of
softness as I walked along on the petals … I felt so overwhelmed that I suddenly felt it to be a
surreal experience, almost frozen in time. "All of my senses were filled to maximum capacity of
extreme beauty.
It is common to many on the autism spectrum to have sensory issues, typically described as a
negative thing. Here, it was all positive, totally overwhelming, consuming, intoxicating," she
says. "Once I was standing before my beloved sweetheart, as we looked into each other's
eyes we both teared up." "For two individuals who have gone through their lives feeling alone,
it is beautiful that they have finally found companionship and understanding," commented the
DJ/groomsman.
How to make a weighted blanket without doing any sewing by Stef
I had wondered for a while if a weighted blanket would help me sleep better. I don’t have
trouble getting to sleep but my sleep is frequently not that deep, I wake often and get up
in the morning feeling tired. My summer quilt is very light, making it harder for me to sleep
well in the warmer months.
Buying a weighted blanket for an adult can cost £100, a lot of money if you’re not sure it
will work for you. I found a tutorial online showing how to make one from Duck tape, rice
and Ziploc plastic bags. The tutorial is vey clear and detailed - link below- so I won't go
into details. The blanket took about an hour to make and cost me about £10. The big
question, did it work? I slept like a log, lying under it had an instant calming effect and I
had the best night’s sleep I’ve had in years.
Find the tutorial here: http://bit.ly/1gGAuN0
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Catherine has been
busy organising the
Assert Art classes.
Activities recently
completed included a
string art workshop
using wood, nails
and string, and a
cushion workshop.

Kat’s Activities Update!

Hi everyone.
Just a little update on recent ASSERT
activities…. In the last couple of months
we have had a lot going on, April’s session involved making kites from scratch
which was very fiddly and definitely not
the easiest of projects but they all turned
out brilliantly!
May was the month of the Brighton
Fringe festival so we embraced it by inviting Paul Wady, the author of Guerilla
Aspies – A neurotypical society infiltration manual to perform his unique and
hilarious autism conversion comedy
show for us as a private event. It was
very well attended and he was very funny indeed…
June is a busy month as we have our
residential trip to Camber Sands, we are
crossing our fingers and toes for good
weather… We also have a picnic in the
Pavilion gardens planned so hope to
see lots of you there.
The art and the cookery sessions have
been really successful and we are now
coming near to the end of them.

Deborah proudly
holding her
heart cushion

We have lots of nice ideas planned for
the summer but as ever please do let
Kat know if you have anything in particular in mind that you think would make a
good activity. You can email any ideas
for activities to;
activities@assertbh.org.uk or text
07950214120

Support Assert with ‘Cards
for Causes’
Introducing Cards for Causes, the exclusive
members-only scheme from Give as you
Live.
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Raise up to 6% in free donations for ASSERT (B&H)
when you buy or top-up Give as you Live’s NEW
store cards. With a wide range of shopping cards for
popular stores including Marks & Spencer, Tesco and
Starbucks, you’ll continue giving to ASSERT (B&H) at
no extra cost, whenever you shop in-store or online.
For more information please contact;

sarahb@assertbh.org.uk or call 01273 234 850

